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80,a OFFICE SYMBOL 9. PROCUREME. is a word-processing program; GOfer is a "desk accessory* that can be used to search files at any time just by choosing the program from the "APPLE" desk accessories menu. GOfer must first be installed into the computer's operating system according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Information to be stored is first entered into the iomputer by using
Microsoft Word. Table I The ability to search through any type of format, plus the ability to generate a report, makes the Microsoft Word/GOfer system efficient and desirable. The variety of information stored and its format are unlimited.
In a.ddition to Word, there are several other word processing programs available for the Macintosh that are supported by GOfer. Such programs are listed in its on-screen support fite. E. Open "PRINT", print report.
By using a monospaced font ( i.e. Courier). all sequences will have !etters spaced equal distance apart, prior to printing the report (if desired) ?I1 extraneous materia! may be deleted, thus making for easier comparisons when the report of a search is made.
The reports, in Fiqures 1 & 2, show some of the types of information and format that may be used withi these two programs.
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FiURE CAPTIF;C' PAGE Figure 1 . GOfer report on a search for four specific amino acids from the snake toxin sequence data base. 
